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the questions of evidentiality, inferentiality and mirativity in hindi have not been thoroughly inves-
tigated so far. so the proposed description in no way can be exhaustive, and the results obtained are 
just preliminary. the approach adopted is functional, directed from function towards the modes of 
expression, because these categories in hindi are rather semantic and functional, than structural and 
grammatical . 
the results indicate that all the three domains are semantically close to each other. all of them denote 
a source of new information, but formally they are very different. three kinds of evidentiality – report-
ed evidentials, inferred evidentials and miratives – represent a semantic field with fuzzy structure. the 
only grammaticalized types of evidentials are inferred evidentials marked by moods. all evidentials are 
combined with different modal meanings . 
some comparisons with other indo-aryan languages are made. 

alexander a. sigorskiy, mGimo University, moscow, russia

introduction

1. investigation of evidentiality in hindi as well as in other indo-aryan languages is just 
in the initial stage . nonetheless there are some important and informative papers available .

peterson in his paper entitled “evidentials, inferentials and mirativity in nepali” (pe-
terSon 2000: 13–36) describes evidentiality in nepali as a part of the evidentiality system in 
the himalayan area languages: “the pattern which has emerged is in essence the following: 
a single category usually serves to mark hearsay, inference through results, surprise and 
admiration” (PeterSon 2000: 13). there are two perfects in nepali – evidentiality unmarked 
and evidentiality marked which marks the mirative and inference through results. inference 
from reasoning marks semantically presumptive future. hearsay is marked by evidential 
marker re. in the second part of the paper “path of development” or the historical aspect 
of formation of evidentiality, including considerations about etymology of the particle re 
have been discussed. obviously nepali evidentials seem to be quite different from those in 
hindi .
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bashir (2006: 30–50; 2009) explores evidentiality, indirectivity (inferentiality) and mi-
rativity in old, middle and new indo-iranian languages including dakhini Urdu, hindi and 
urdu . in dakhini sarkaa “like” marks mirativity and inference from result, kaate “say” 
marks mirativity non-1st person, hearsay and traditional knowledge. in hindi-Urdu mira-
tivity is marked by the absence of the present aUx and by a simple, non-modified verb; 
hearsay is marked by sunaa “heard” and kahte haiN “they say”; inference through result by 
lagnaa “seem”, “like” and traditional knowledge is marked by kahte haiN “they say” like 
hearsay (baShir 2006: 49).

Montaut (2001) compares evidentiality in nepali and hindi and argues the absence 
of the hearsay meaning in both of them. “these facts […] question the common assump-
tion that hearsay meaning is central to the notional category of evidentiality.” in (Montaut 
2003: 345–364; and in Montaut 2006: 71–86) mirative extensions of aorist (preterit) are 
considered .

so the abovementioned authors distinguish three distinct domains in hindi: evidenti-
ality, inferentiality and mirativity, and admit their connection with perfective aspect and 
simple (non-modified, non-vector) verbs.

2 . all of these three domains – reported evidentials, inferred evidentials, miratives 
(unexpected information) – share some common semantic properties: encoding or mark-
ing a new information source and its reliability. structurally evidential utterance com-
prises two parts. the first one is a modal frame: as i infer (inferentials), as i see (mirativ-
ity), as i hear (evidentials) (lazard 2001: 429). the modal frame or the modus includes 
also the speaker’s assessment of the reliability of the information obtained. the second, 
following part of the utterance contains some new information obtained (see kozintSeva 
2007: 15) .

inferentials

the most grammaticalized domain of these three domains is inferentials comprised 
by the system of moods – future of indicative or presumtive, subjunctive and conditional. 
inferentiality is not the only function of these moods, but obviously it is one of the main 
functions. inferentials or inferred evidentials may be defined as follows: “inferred eviden-
tial: information source based on conclusions drawn on the basis of what one can see, or the 
result of something happening” (aikhenvald 2004: 393).

a grammatical sketch of the hindi moods

keeping imperative aside the rest of the moods in hindi are structured in a regular and 
symmetrical way. each domain includes four verbal forms: one simple form and three ana-
lytical forms.

indicative present• 
simple form (imperfective participle) functioning as iterative or narrative and histori-1 . 

cal present . this form needs to be illustrated with an example:
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(1) jab bhii aNdhii aatii, merii bahan ghabraa jaatii
when ever storm  .f .sg come . impf .f .s g 1st poss .f .sg sister .f .sg agitated go impf .f .sg

‘whenever it stormed, my sister would become agitated’ (kachru 2006: 149, 
transliteration is mine – A.S ., glosses are original) .

present (2 . aataa hai “comes”, kartaa hai “does”).
perfect (3 . aayaa hai “has come”, kiyaa hai “has done”).
present continuous (4. aa rahaa hai “is coming”, kar rahaa hai “is doing”).

indicative past• 
simple form (perfective participle) – preterit is used sometimes as conditional. ex-1 . 

ample: 
(2) agar naksaliyoN ne hamlaa kiyaa to vaayusenaa bhii…kaarravaaii

if naxalites erg att ack m sg made PRET m sg air force also action f sg

karegii take
will fut f sg

if naxalites would attack, then the air force will also take an action.(http://
www.bbc.co.uk/hindi/india/2009/10/091007_naxal_chidambaram_alk.shtml)

imperfect (2 . aataa thaa “came”, kartaa thaa “did”). 
pluperfect3 .  (aayaa thaa “had come”, kiyaa thaa “had come”).
imperfect continuous (4. aa rahaa thaa “was coming”, kar rahaa thaa “was doing”). 

indicative future • 
there are two points of view about future tense in hindi, especially about analytical 

forms of future. one of them argues that future is a part of the indicative mood; another one 
considers them as a system of the presumptive mood. the argumentation against the pre-
sumptive mood in favor of future as a part of indicative mood can be found in (liPerovSkiy 
1964: 18–25; 1984: 124). the opposite point of view which accepts presumptive mood as 
an independent mood in hindi is presented for instance in (kachru 2006: 146).

simple form (1 . aaegaa “will come”, karegaa “will do”).
future (presumptive) imperfect (2 . aataa hogaa “must be coming”, kartaa hogaa “must 

be doing”).
future (presumptive) perfective (3 . aayaa hogaa “would have come”, kiyaa hogaa 

“would have done”).
future (presumptive) continuous (4. aa raha hogaa “must be coming”, kar rahaa hog-

aa “must be doing”).

subjunctive mood• 
simple subjunctive (1 . aae “may come”, kare “may do”). as old present it is used in 

proverbs in its original function as present:
(3) maar ke aaage bhuut naace

beating ahead bhoot nom m sg dances 3sg

(even) bhoot (ghosts) dances in the face of beating (zoGraf 1998: 215) .
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subjunctive imperfective (2 . aataa ho “may come”, kartaa ho “may do”).
subjunctive perfective (3 . aayaa ho “would / might have come”; kiyaa ho “would / 

might have done”).
subjunctive continuous (4. aa rahaa ho “would be coming”, kar rahaa ho “would be 

doing”).

conditional mood• 
simple form (1 . aataa “were he to come”, kartaa “were he to do”).
conditional imperfective (2 . aataa hotaa “were i came”, kartaa hotaa “were i done”).
conditional perfective (3 . aayaa hotaa “had i came”, kiyaa hotaa “had i done”).
conditional continuous (4. aa rahaa hotaa “were he be coming”, kar rahaa hota “were 

he be doing”).
all simple finite verbal forms tend to express indirect modality. imperfect and perfect 

participles besides their primary function as markers of imperfect and perfect aspect are 
markers of conditional or counterfactual (unreal) modality. simple future, especially of ho-
naa “to be” verb, marks presumptive modality; and simple subjunctive marks hypothetical 
modality. all of them retain to some extent their original direct modal semantics. 

the four moods represent a scale of modalities: indicative (indicative mood), presump-
tive (future forms of the indicative), hypothetical (subjunctive mood) and counterfactual 
(conditional or unreal mood) .

now a set of examples is given to illustrate interaction of inferentials with modal-
ity marked by different moods, or in a wider sense, their interplay with tam – tense, 
aspect, mood; the interplay between inferred evidentials with modal frame representing 
a degree of reliability from the point of view of the speaker who is the author of the 
utterance .

indicative present and present continious• 

(4) vah dheere se muskaraa diyaa. use maaluum hai, maiN jhuuTh bol rahaa
3sg slightly smiled pret m sg 3sg dat known is 3sg, 1sg lies telling is

huuN
prcont 1m sg

he gently smiled. he knows i am lying (varma 1989: 82) .

the speaker has read the smile of his friend as a hint that the latter has understood that 
the speaker is telling a lie and the speaker is sure about it . here the indicative mood marks 
this sureness of the speaker .

indicative future• 

(5) maiNne socaa thaa, acaanak use dubaaraa dekhakar vah
1sg erg thought was m sg plperf suddenly 3sG dat again seen conv 3sg nom

aašcaarya meN     paR    jaayegii
surprise in loc   fall       will fut f sg
i thought she will be surprised seeing him again (ibid .: 99) .
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the speaker has inferred what will be in a few moments . presumptive future refers to 
subsequent point of time in the past (future in the past) .

presumptive future imperfect• 
(6) tum ab aao… vah tumhaarii raah               dekhtii hogii,

2pl now come imp 2pl 3sg 2pL f poss way f sG nom see fUt impf f sG
usne           kahaa
he 3sg erg said pret m sg

you come now… she may be waiting for you; he said (ibid.: 122).

the speaker has inferred a situation which is quiet possible at this point of time (simul-
taneous with the point of reference) .

presumptive future perfect• 
(7) bahut saal pahle ve yahaaN aaye hoNge…. maiNne

many years before 3 pl nom here came will futperf 3m  pL … 1sg erg

socaa
thought pret 1 sg m

they may have come here many years ago, i thought  (ibid .: 99) .

subjunctive perfect• 

(8) Sambhav hai, maiNne       tumheN kahiiN saRak par dekhaa ho,
maybe aUx 3 sG pres 1sG erG 2 pL dat somewhere street on loc seen may subjperf
usne haNste hue kahaa
3 sg erg                laughing conv                  said pret m sg

i may have seen you somewhere on the street; she said laughing (ibid.: 176).
examples (8) and (9) demonstrate a contrast between presumptive and hypothetical mo-

dality marked by presumptive future and subjunctive, respectively. presumptive indicates 
that the speaker is more convinced about his assumption while hypothetical subjunctive 
indicates that the speaker is less convinced about his assumption, and consequently the in-
formation obtained is less reliable . 

some lexical entries modify modal meaning of the verbal phrase. thus shaayad hii 
“hardly” indicates that an assumption is highly improbable. so hypothetical modality turns 
to dubitative (but not unreal) .
(9) šaayad hii kabhii kisii ne naNge sir dekhaa ho                  appaa saahab  ko

hardly once somebody erG bare head has seen perfsubj 3 m sG   appa sahib acc     sp
hardly one ever has seen appa sahab bare headed 

(bhandari 1989: 48).

simple conditional • 

(10) Raayanaa                   use      dekhtii       to   avaŠya  cakit      rah jaatii
rayana f sG nom 3 sG   accsp  see cond f sG   certainly  surprised would be cond f sG
had reina seen him she might have been certainly surprised 

(varma 1989: 181) .
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the speaker presupposed a situation that can not become real and speculates about what 
might happen if inferred presupposition would have taken place .

aikhenvald argues “that irrealis and information source are different categories” 
(aikhenvald 2004: 257). But material of hindi demonstrates that, first, inferred evidentials 
and epistemic modality (presumptive, hypothetical and counterfactual) are combined in one 
and the same grammatical form – moods, and second, new information is represented in in-
ferred evidentials in a wider sense – as “world-building” or “construction of new worlds”.

conditional perfect • 

(11) taT se duur aayaa yah bhuukaaMp jamiin ke paas aayaa
shore aBl far came perfprtp m sg this earthquake nom m sg land near came

hotaa to          kahiN    jyaadaa vinaaškaarii      hotaa
were  perfcond m sg  much       more destructive        would be cond m sG…

the offshore earthquake would have been much more destructive had it been 
closer to land (http://www.voanews.com/hindi/archive/2005-08/2005-08-16-
voa3 .cfm) .

mirativity 

mirativity reports “information which is new or surprising to the speaker regardless of 
whether the information source is first- or second-hand” (delancey 1997: 33)”. “mirativity 
covers speaker’s ‘unprepared mind’, unexpected new information, and concomitant sur-
prise” (aikhenvald 2004: 196). 

mirativity mainly is marked in hindi by different types of exclamatory sentences. • 

exclamatory sentences with exclamatory particles:
(12) Baap re baap! Yah kyaa hai? 

daddy, oh daddy! this what is 3sG?

oh, my God! what is it? 
(http://akhirikalam.bharatuday.in/2007/05/blog-post_10.html)

preterit (aorist)-marked miratives with inversion involved:

(13) sipaahii kaa betaa niklaa cor, tiin giraftaar
policeman gen m sg son m sg turned out pret m sg thief, three arrested

the son of a policeman turned out to be a thief, three are arrested 
(4 apr 2009, 0130 hrs ist, http://navbharattimes.indiatimes.com/article-
show/4356406.cms)

miratives with different verbal forms:• 

perfect

(14) Dekh rahaa huuN hamaarii kal kii nanhiiN guRiyaa aaj dekhte
(i) see prcont 1m sg our f sG Gen yesterday’s small f sG doll f sG  today
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dekhte  kitnii baRii ho gayii hai 
seeing seeing conv how f sg big f sg become has perf f sg

i wonder our little doll has grown so fast before our own eyes (08.25.2007, 
http://www.sahityakunj.net/Lekhak/p/parashargaud/adhure_sapne1.htm)

present continuous 

(15) Are,          tuu to bahut jaldiijaldii baRii ho rahii hai, sonaa!
really, you 1sG very quickly tall f sg growing is prcont f sg, sona!

really, you are growing tall very quickly, sona! 
(bhandari 1989: 50) .

syntactic type of mirativity:• 
mirativity can be expressed by a syntactic construction referred as “double predicate 

construction” (chernyShev 1968), “theme-focussing” (GaMbhir 1983), or “thematic jo hai 
vo construction” (daviSon 2007: 236) . But mirative reading of this construction seems to be 
context-bound.
(16) par locan  baabuu  haiN ki na mantrimaNDal       kii  mRtyu kii 

but   lochan  Babu        are 3plhon that neither cabinet of ministers gen f sg death gen f sg

ghoŞNaa se pulkit ho  rahe haiN,       na raavcaudhrii kii    kiimat se camatkRt
news           by happy   are  prcont3pL hon, nor rao-caudhri Gen f sG price      by surprised

But as for Lochan Babu he is not happy neither about announcement of the fall of the 
cabinet of ministers, nor is not surprised by the value of rao-chaudhri (bhandari 1989: 
58) . 

this construction reports surprise of the speaker at somebody’s reaction towards some 
event . 

mirativity can be expressed in the same way as inferred evidentiality – by moods. 

(17) biyar kaa DeRh gilaas piine ke baad raayanaa  itne khule, 
Beer gen m sg one and a half glass accunsp drink         after    reina f sg  so free

sahaj bhaav se bolne lagegii maiNne nahiiN socaa thaa    
and easy                 talk will begin fUt f sG       1sG erG no thought was plperf m sG 

i had not thought that reina would begin to talk so freely and easyly after taking 
one and a half glass of beer (varma 1989: 98) .

evidentiaLity

according to aikhenvald, “all evidentiality does is supply the information source. the 
ways in which information is acquired – by seeing, hearing, or in any other way – is its core 
meaning” (aikhenvald 2004: 4).

from examples given below we can see that hindi seems to lack pure category of evi-
dentiality as well as other related categories of inferentiality and mirativity. a report about 
new information usually is combined with its estimation, or/and reaction of a (the) speaker.
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(18) Usne bataayaa ki  sunaa hai        ki  tumhaare     mohallevaale       
3sG            erG told pret m   sG that heard is perf m sG that yourposs 2pL localitym sG
avinaaš ko roj caar Daalar  milne lage haiN,         pemeNT guugal vaale
avinaš dat daily 4         dollars m pL get began perf m pL  payment Google’s people 

kar rahe haiN. maiN ne   kahaa              ki mujhe to koii jaankaarii nahiiN  
is doing prcont m pl1sG erG    told pret m sG  that me dat any information no 

he told that he has heard that avinash from our locality has started getting four    
dollars per day; payment is made by Google’s people. i told that i know nothing 
about it (http://taanabaana.blogspot.com/2008/02/blog-post_13.html)

(19) jahaaN tak mujhe maaluum hai aThaarahviiN šataabdii se pahle hinduu vahii
as far as me dat        know 18th century before hindu m sG those only be

ho saktaa thaa  joki paidaa hii hinduu huaa ho.              Yah niyam
could plperf m sG who bourn hindu m sG would be subjperf m sG. this rool accunsp m sG

kisne      badlaa                  yaad nahiiN
who erG changed pret m sG memory not

as far as i know, before 18th century a hindu can be only the one who was borne 
a hindu. who has changed this rule i don’t remember (http://halchal.gyandutt.
com/2008/11/blog-post_25.html).

converb of the verb kahnaa “to say” functions as a quotative in hindi: 
(20) khair     choRiye sar   kahkar           usne       aaNsuu poNche … 

all right, give it up, sir, having said conv 3 sg erg tears m pl wiped pret m pl

all right, stop it, sir, she said and wiped her tears     
(sunday 20 sep, 2009 01:55 pm, http://www.pressnote.in/readnews.
php?id=52348)

grammaticalized quotatives are represented in dakhini hindi (kachru 1986: 166–167) 
and in other old, middle and new indo-aryan languages (MeenakShi 1986; SinGh 1980) . 
comparison of quotatives in hindi and russian is made in (SiGorSkiy 2006: 142–144).

reported evidentials indicate the information a speaker is not sure about, the informa-
tion which is unreliable and doubtful from the point of view of the speaker .

conclusion remarks

summarizing my preliminary results i may conclude that all the three domains – evi-
dentials, inferentials and miratives – comprise one category which denotes a source of new 
information. information may be reported, inferred or be unexpected for the speaker. my 
conclusion agree with those of G. Lazard who has combined them into a category of me-
diativity (lazard 1999; 2001). this category mainly is not grammatical, but functional and 
semantic with fuzzy field structure. they are what (aikhenvald 2004: 392) calls evidential 
extensions or strategies: “use of a non-evidential category (such as tense, aspect, or modal-
ity) to refer to an information source”. evidentiality uses mainly narrative or descriptive 
strategies; mirativity employs syntactic strategies; while inferentials are grammaticalized 
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modes of expression. “pure” evidentiality is not observed in hindi. everywhere it is com-
bined with some modal semantics denoting various degrees of reliability of the information 
concerned .
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symBoLs

acc – accusative 
accsp – accusative specific 
accunsp – accusative unspecific 
aUx – auxiliary 
cond – conditional mood
conv – converb
dat – dative 
erG – ergative 
f – feminine 
fUt – future
futperf – future perfect
Gen – genitive 
hon – honorific 
imp – imperative
impf – imperfect
Loc – locative 

m – masculine
nom – nominative 
perf – perfect
perfcond – perfect conditional
perfprtp – perfective participle
perfsubj – perfect subjunctive
pL – plural
plperf – pluperfect 
poss – possessive 
prcont – present continuous 
pres – present
pret – preterit 
sG – singular
sUBj – subjunctive 
subjperf – subjunctive perfect 
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